ROUND BEAVER SERIES
The Round Beaver is a classic, low maintenance bulk vender featuring a solid colored body and die cast
metal components that are triple chrome plated. Its dependability, durability and safety features have earned
this product a positive global reputation. The Round Beaver offers a choice of body colors, dispensing
conversions, coin mechanisms, and additional options for convenience and efficiency.
Standard Features and Benefits
Globe: Shatterproof polycarbonate
Coin Mechanism: Standard triple chrome plated, all metal, 25 cent coin mechanism with penny
hole back plate
Metal Parts: Triple chrome plated base, hopper, adaptor ring, door, coin mechanism and lid
Body: Available in 9 great body colors in high impact ABS plastic that maintains color consistency
when scratched
Lock and Key: Flat key geographically assigned for your security
Decal: Globe decal in USA, Canadian or Euro currency
Dispensing Conversion: Choice of merchandise dispensing conversions to vend products such
as candy, nuts, gum, capsules, etc.
Mounting Hardware: White scuff-proof rubber feet or mounting screws
COLOR CODE OPTIONS
A2
A3

A4
A5
A7

A8

A10
A11
B3

Circus Red
Poppy Red
Black
Arctic White
Sky Blue
Navy Blue
Canary Yellow
Burgandy
Hunter Green

Safety & Security
All sharp edges & burrs removed
Non-toxic lubricant on moving parts
Chute cover protects products from foreign substances
Shatterproof globe

RB 16

with RB Option #3

ROUND BEAVER & SOUTHERN SERIES VEND CAPACITY

MACHINES
RB 16

RB 18

RB 23

1” Gum

350

430

680

GUM & CANDY PRODUCTS

M&M Plain M&M Peanut Jelly Beans

10 lbs.

12.5 lbs.
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20 lbs.

9 lbs.

10.5 lbs.

17 lbs.

21 lbs.

11.25 lbs.

13 lbs.

Cashews

6.5 lbs.
8 lbs.

13 lbs.
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ROUND BEAVER SERIES

Southern Beaver

RB 18

with Standard Coin
Mechanism

with RB Option #3
& #17

RB 16

RB 23

with RB option #3
& #13

with RB Option #3
& #16

ROUND BEAVER & SOUTHERN SERIES VEND CAPACITY

MACHINE
RB 16

RB 18

RB 23

CAPSULE SIZES

1.125”

1.25”

1.3”

1.75”

2”

2.3”

2.9”

310

225

180

-

-

-

-

250

480

180

340

150

290

-

-

-

-
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RB SERIES AVAILABLE OPTIONS
1. ABS Cash Box

2. Clutch Handle for Standard Mechanism

The ABS cash box makes servicing quicker
and easier. With the ABS plastic bottom,
the body becomes a box allowing coins to
be dumped as opposed to scooping
coins out of the base by hand.

This handle is maintenance free and will prevent users from forcing
free vends. The clutch handle is designed to spin in either direction
when forced, so that product is not dispensed and damage to the
internal components of the coin mechanism is prevented.

3. New Generation 1 Coin Mechanism

4. New Generation 2 Coin Mechanism

The New Generation 1 coin mechanism has set the
world standard for rotary coin mechanisms. It
incorporates the security of the clutch handle with
the ability to measure coins accurately for diameter
and thickness, ensuring vends only when the
correct denomination of coin is used. Most
coins and tokens of smaller diameter will
pass through to the cash box. It also
accepts tokens or currency for over 100
countries.

With the New Generation 2 coin mechanism you are able to vend for
two coins. Each coin can be a different value. This mechanism
incorporates the security of the clutch handle and the ability to
accurately measure coins for diameter and thickness,
ensuring vends only when the correct
denomination of coins is used. Most
coins and tokens of
smaller diameter
will pass
through to the
cash box. It accepts tokens
or currency for over 100
countries.

5. New Generation 3 Coin Mechanism

6. New Generation 4 Coin Mechanism

The New Generation 3 coin mechanism vends product for 3 coins
such as 75 cents. This mechanism also has the security of the clutch
handle with the ability to measure coins accurately for diameter
and thickness to ensure that product is only dispensed for
the correct coins. Most coins and tokens of
smaller diameter will pass through to
the cash box.
This
mechanism
also accepts
coins from over 100 countries.

The 4 coin New Generation coin mechanism vends product
for 4 coin combinations such as $1.00 US. With the security
of the clutch handle and the ability to measure coins
accurately for diameter and thickness, this mechanism
helps to ensure that product is only dispensed
for the correct coin combinations.
Most coins and
tokens of
smaller
diameter will
pass through to the cash box.
This mechanism also accepts
coins from over 100
countries.
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RB SERIES OPTIONS CON’T
7. Ferrous or Non Ferrous Single Coin Mechanism

8. Tubular Key & Lock

The standard ferrous coin mechanism increases
your profits as it rejects plastic and
cardboard slugs while accepting
metal coins. The non-ferrous coin
mechanism minimizes the number
of free vends by rejecting steel
slugs while accepting nonmagnetic coins such as
American coins.

The tubular locks, which screw down flush
with the top of the lid, adds heightened
security to your vending machine. The
tubular lock makes it virtually impossible to
break into with a screwdriver. Like our flat
locks, these tubular locks are geographically
assigned for your security.

9. Chrome Chute Tray

10. Microswitch on NG Coin Mechanism

The chrome spill tray keeps
locations clean. When the door
of the vending machine is
opened and the product is not
caught, this tray keeps most
products from falling on the
floor.

Mounting a micro switch on an NG mechanism allows for the
activation of an electronic device on the machine, such
as lighting, a game, or sound each time a
product is dispensed. The micro switch
facilitates an electronic signal which
can be read by these devices.

11. EZ Count® Counter on Coin Mechanism
The EZ counter saves time when servicing and minimizes
counting error. Every complete turn of the mechanism
handle is registered on a digital read out.
Available in re-settable or non re-settable
format.

12. Base Collar
The metal base collar, bolted to the
base of the machine, lines the ABS
plastic body on the inside for added
security as well as ease of servicing.
To service the machine, just unlock
the lid, lift and turn the body
resting it on the collar. Coins are
now easily accessible; just scrape
the coins out through the large
opening in the front of the collar.
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RB SERIES OPTIONS CON’T
13. Cash Drawer - Pull Tab

14. Security Lid

The cash drawer minimizes servicing
time and makes servicing easy. This
drawer allows the coins to be
retrieved by removing the locked
drawer under the machine rather
than having to disassemble the entire
machine. Available in a durable black
powder coated finish or in a brilliant
triple chrome plated finish.

The security lid drawer has the ease
and efficiency of the standard cash
drawer, with the added security of a
lid on top of the cash. Without the
cash drawer key, the cash cannot be
accessed.

Bottom view of
lockable security lid

16. RB23 Extended Globe
Includes:

15.
Lockable Security
Lid
The lockable security lid
drawer has the ease and
efficiency of the standard cash
drawer with the added security of
a lockable top. Simply exchange a full cash drawer for an empty
one. The cash can only be accessed by the security lid key holder.

Globes
Center rod
Side rods
Coupling ring
Locator ring

This feature, while increasing
the height of the machine
from the standard 16” to 23”,
offers an additional 95%
capacity. This extended globe
is great in high traffic
locations. The RB23 globe is
the largest capacity for the RB
series machines. Easily
retrofitted from standard
models.
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RB SERIES OPTIONS CON’T
17. RB18 Extended Globe

18. Weighted Chute Door
When vending most large
quantities or heavier products,
the weighted door remains
closed until it is opened by
hand. This door is triple
chrome plated for durability.

Just slightly taller than the
standard 16”, this feature
offers an additional 25%
capacity. Easily retrofitted
from standard models.

20. Metal Capsule Gum/Toy Wheel

21. Metal Pipe to Vend Bouncy Balls

Some products tend to stick to the nylon
wheel. Use of the metal wheel eliminates this
problem and offers operators
trouble free vending.

This 1 5/8” metal pipe, placed over the
stem of the spider agitator, increases the
diameter of the stem,
preventing the product
from bridging. This will
result in consistent vends
and less service calls.

23. Mechanism Prepped for Micro-Switch

24. Bent & Sharpened Washer Dog

The New Generation coin mechanism can be
prepped for micro-switch mounting. By predrilling the correct holes, the micro-switch can
be easily screwed on at a later date.

If cardboard and plastic slugs are a
constant source of lost revenue, this bent
and sharpened washer dog will help to
eliminate most of those free vends.

19. Lid Lock Boot
Placed around the bottom of
the lock shaft, the boot helps
to seal out moisture, keeping
product fresher. This is a
very useful feature when
dispensing product such as
fish food that will clump
when exposed to moisture.

22. Cut Wing
NT
FRO

The cut metal wing for
the adjustable
conversion allows more
consistent product
portions to be dispensed
with one vend. It is
useful when dispensing
large candies such as
m&m peanut and mike
& ikes.

25. High Capacity Adjustable
This high capacity adjustable bulk
conversion allows you to vend m&m’s,
chicklets, nuts and animal feed in large
quantities. This conversion also allows you
to control portion sizes without
disassembling the machine. A special
adjustment tool is supplied.
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